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DETERMINING A SEGMENTATION BOUNDARY BASED ON MAGES

REPRESENTING A N OBJECT

B C GROU D

[0001 ] Many computing systems include at least one display and at least one input

device. The display may Include, for example, a monitor, a screen, or the like. Example

input devices include a mouse, a keyboard, a touchpad, or the like. Some computing

systems include a touch-sensitive display to both display output of the computing system

and receive physical (e.g., touch) input.

BR!EF DESCR!PTIOM OF THE DRAW!NGS

[0002] The following detailed description references the drawings, wherein:

[0003] FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view of an example computing system

comprising a segmentation engine;

[0004] F G. 2 s another schematic perspective view of the example computing

system of F G. ;

[0005] F G. 3 is a schematic side view of the example computing system of F G. ;

[0006] FIG. 4 is a schematic front view of the example computing system of FIG. 1;

[0007] FIG. 5 Is a schematic side view of the example computing system of FIG. 1

during an example operation;

[0008] FIG. 8 is a schematic front view of the example computing system of FIG. 1

during an example operation;

[ 09] FIG. 7A Is a schematic side view of the example computing system of FIG. 1

illustrating an example of image capturing ;

[ ] FIG. 7B is a block diagram of an example portion of the computing system of

FIG. 1 comprising the segmentation engine;

[001 1] FIG. 7C Is a schematic diagram of an example RGB mage captured by the

example computing system of FIG. ;

[001 ] FIG. 7D is a schematic diagram of an example infrared (IR) image captured by

the example computing system of FIG. ;

[001 3] FIG. 7E Is a schematic diagram of an example depth image captured by the



example computing system of FIG. ;

[001 4] FIG. 7F is a schematic diagram of an example segmentation boundary

determined by the segmentation engine;

[00 5] FIG. 7G is a biock diagram of another example portion of the computing system

of FIG. 1 comprising the segmentation engine;

[00 ] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an example device to determine a segmentation

boundary based on an RGB image, an R image, and a depth image;

[001 7] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an example method for determining a segmentation

boundary; and

[001 8] FIG. 10 is a flowchart of an example method for filtering an upsampled

segmentation boundary.

D ETA ED D SC SPTSO I

[00 ] In addition to the input devices mentioned above, a camera is another example

of an input device for a computing system in some examples, a computing system may

capture video or a still image with the camera. The video or still image may be stored or

provided to another computing system via a suitable computer network. In other

examples, an image captured by the camera may be analyzed, and the computing system

may utilize the content of the image as input to the computing system. For example, the

computing system may analyze an object represented n the captured image, and

determine nput to the computing system based on characteristics (e.g., location, position,

orientation, shape, etc.) of the object represented in the Image.

[0020] in such examples, the computing system may perform a process on the

captured Image to extract an Image of at least one foreground object represented In the

captured image. This process may be referred to herein as "segmentation". In some

examples, the result of such a segmentation process may be an image of the foreground

object separated from at least a background represented in the captured image.

[0021 ] In some examples, a segmentation process may comprise determining a

segmentation boundary for an object represented in a captured Image. As used herein, a

"segmentation boundary" for an object represented in an image may be information

representing an estimate of which portion(s) of the image represent the object and which

portion(s) of the Image represent features other than the object (e.g., a background) n

some examples, a segmentation boundary for an object represented n an image may

include information representing at least one outer edge of the object as represented in

the image. When performing a segmentation process, a computing system may use the



segmentation boundary to extract an image of the object from a larger captured image

(e.g., also representing portions of a background).

[0022] However, it may be difficult to accurately determine a segmentation boundary

for an object based on an Image captured by a single camera, as certain conditions may

make it difficult to accurately distinguish the foreground object from the background in the

image. For example, it may be difficult to accurately determine a segmentation boundary

based on an image captured by a color camera (e.g., an RGB camera) in the presence of

shadows, or when the foreground object and the background are very similar in color.

[0023] To address these issues, examples described herein may determine a

segmentation boundary based on multiple images captured by cameras of different

types. Examples described herein ma include an infrared (IR)-absorbing surface, and

an IR camera disposed above and pointed at the IR-absorbing surface to capture R

image representing an object disposed between the R camera and the IR-absorbing

surface based on IR light reflected by the object. Examples may also include an RGB

camera to capture an RGB image representing the object disposed between the RGB

camera and the IR-absorbing surface, and a segmentation engine to determine a

segmentation boundary representing at least one outer edge of the object based on the

IR image and the RGB Image.

[0024] By using multiple images from cameras of different types, examples

described herein may more accurately determine a segmentation boundary, as

conditions affecting segmentation performed on images from one type of camera may

not affect segmentation on images from camera of a different type. For example, an

image captured by an R camera may not be affected by either shadows or color

similarity. Additionally, examples described herein may capture Images of objects over

an IR-absorbing surface, which may increase the contrast between the background

(e.g. , the IR-absorbing surface) and foreground objects exhibiting greater reflection of

R light, which may thereby improve segmentation performed based, at least in part, on

R Images captured with the IR-absorbing surface as the background.

[0025] Referring now to the drawings, FIGS. 1-7A are schematic views of an example

computing system 100 comprising a segmentation engine 170. In some examples,

segmentation engine 170 may to determine a segmentation boundary representing at

least one outer edge of an object based on captured IR and RGB images, as described

above. In the example of FIGS. 1-7A, system 100 generally comprises a support

structure 110 , a computing device 150, a projector unit 180, and an IR-absorbing

surface 200.



[0028] Computing device 150 may comprise any suitable computing device

complying with the principles disclosed herein. As used herein, a "computing device"

may comprise an electronic display device, a smartphone, a tablet, a chip set, an all-in-

one computer (e.g. , a device comprising a display device that also houses processing

resource(s) of the computer}, a desktop computer, a notebook computer, workstation,

server, any other processing device or equipment, or a combination thereof. In this

example, device 150 is an al!-in-one computer having a centra! axis or center line 155,

first or top side 50A, a second or bottom side 50B axiaily opposite the top side 150A.

a front side 15QC extending ax ail between sides 150A and 150B, a rear side 150D

also extending axiaily between sides 150A and 150B and generally radially opposite

front side 15QC. A display 152 Is disposed along front side 150C and defines a viewing

surface of computing system 100 to display images for viewing by a user of system

100. In examples described herein , a display may include components of any

technology suitable for displaying images, video, or the like

[0027] in some examples, display 152 may be a touch-sensitive display. In

examples described herein, a touch-sensitive display may include, for example, any

suitable technology (e.g . , components) for displaying images, video, or the like, and

may include any suitable technology (e.g. , components) for detecting physical contact

(e.g. , touch input), such as, for exampie, a resistive, eapacitive, surface acoustic wave,

infrared (!R). strain gauge, optica! imaging , acoustic pulse recognition, dispersive signal

sensing , or in-cell system, or the like in examples described herein, display 152 may be

referred to as a touch-sensitive display 152. Device 50 may further Include a camera

154, which may be a web camera, for example in some examples, camera 154 may

capture images of a user positioned In front of display 152. In some examples, device

150 may also include a microphone or other device to receive sound input (e.g. , voice

input from a user)

[0028] In the example of FIGS. 1-7A, support structure 110 includes a base 120, an

upright member 140, and a top 160. Base 120 includes a first or front end 120A, and a

second or rear end 120B. Base 120 may engage with a support surface 15 to support

the weight of at least a portion of the components of system 100 (e.g. , member 140,

unit 180, device 150, top 160, etc.). in some examples, base 120 may engage with

support surface 5 in this manner when system 100 is configured for operation in the

example of FIGS. 1-7A, front end 120A of base 120 includes a raised portion 122 that

may be disposed above and separated from support surface 15 (creating a space or

clearance between portion 122 and surface 15) when base 120 is disposed on support



surface 5 as illustrated in FIG. 2 , for example. In such examples, a portion of a side of

IR-ahsorbing surface 200 may be disposed in (e.g. , received within) the space formed

between portion 122 and surface 15 . In such examples, placing a portion of surface

200 within the space created by portion 122 and surface 15 may assist with the proper

alignment of surface 200. In other examples, other suitable methods or devices may be

used to assist with the alignment of surface 200.

[0029] Upright member 140 includes a first or upper end 140A, a second or lower

end 140B opposite the upper end 140A, a first or front side 140C extending between

the ends 40A and 140B, and a second or rear side 14QD opposite the front side 140C

and also extending between the ends 140A and 40B. Lower end 140B of member 140

is coupled to rear end 120B of base 120, such that member 140 extends substantially

upward from support surface 15 .

[0030] Top 180 includes a first or proximate end 60A, a second or distal end 160B

opposite the proximate end 160A, a top surface 160C extending between ends 160A

and 160B, and a bottom surface 160D opposite the top surface 160C and also

extending between ends 60A and 60B. Proximate end 60A of top 60 is coupled to

upper end 140A of upright member 140 such that distal end 160B extends outward

from upper end 140A of upright member 140. As such, in the example shown In FIG. 2 ,

top 160 is supported at end 160A (and not at end 80B), and may be referred to herein

as a cantilevered top. In some examples, base 120, member 140, and top 160 may be

monoilthically formed. In other examples, two or more of base 120, member 140, and

top 160 may be formed of separate pieces ( I.e., not monoilthically formed).

[0031 ] IR-absorbing surface 200 ma include a central axis or center!ine 205, a first

or front side 200A, and a second or rear side 200B axia!ly opposite the front side 200A.

In the example of FIGS. 1-7A, surface 200 may comprise a touch-sensitive region 202

substantially aligned with axis 205. Region 202 may comprise any suitable technology

for detecting physical contact (e.g . , touch input), as described above. For example,

touch-sensitive region 202 may comprise any suitable technology for detecting (and in

some examples tracking) one or multiple touch inputs by a user to enable the user to

interact, via such touch input, with software being executed by device 150 or another

computing device. In the example of FIGS. 1-7A, region 202 extends over less than all

of surface 200. In other examples, region 202 may extend over substantially ail of

surface 200 (e.g. , may be substantially coterminous with surface 200). In examples

described herein , IR-absorbing surface 200 may be any suitable IR-absorblng planar

object, such as an IR-absorbing mat (e.g. , an IR-absorbing , touch-sensitive mat),



tabietop, sheet, etc. In some examples, IR-absorbing surface 200 may be disposed

horizontal (or approximately or substantially horizontal). For example, surface 200 may

be disposed on support surface 15 , which may be horizontal (or approximately or

substantially horizontal).

[0032] As described above, surface 200 may be aligned with base 120 of structure

0 to assist with proper alignment of surface 200 (e.g. , at least during operation of

system 100). In the example of FIGS. 1-7A, rear side 200B of surface 200 may be

disposed between raised portion 122 of base 120 and support surface 15 , such that

rear end 200B is aligned with front side 120A of base 120 to assist with proper overall

alignment of surface 200 (and particularly proper alignment of region 202) with other

components of system 100. In some examples, surface 200 may be aligned with device

50 such that the center line 155 of device 50 is substantially aligned with center line

205 of surface 200. In other examples, surface 200 may be differently aligned with

device 150.

[0033] in some examples, region 202 of surface 200 and device 150 may be

communicatively connected (e.g. , electrically coupled) to one another such that user

inputs received by region 202 may be communicated to device 150. Region 202 and

device 150 may communicate with one another via any suitable wired or wireless

communication technology or mechanism, such as, for example, WI-FI , BLUETOOTH,

ultrasonic technology, electrical cables, electrical leads, electrical conductors, electrical

spring-loaded pogo pins with magnetic holding force, or the like, or a combination

thereof in the example of FIGS. 1-7A, exposed electrical contacts disposed on rear

side 200B of surface 200 may engage with corresponding electrical pogo-pin leads

within portion 122 of base 120 to communicate information (e.g. , transfer signals)

between device 150 and region 202 during operation of system 100. in such examples,

the electrical contacts may be held together by adjacent magnets (located n the

clearance between portion 122 of base 120 and surface 15) to magnetically attract and

hold (e.g. , mechanically) a corresponding ferrous and/or magnetic material disposed

along rear side 200B of surface 200.

[0034] Referring to FIG. 3 , projector unit 80 comprises an outer housing 82, and a

projector assembly 184 disposed within housing 182. Housing 182 includes a first or

upper end 182A, a second or lower end 182B opposite the upper end 182A, and an

inner cavity 183. in the example of FIG. 3 , housing 82 further includes a coupling or

mounting member 188 to engage with and support device 150 (e.g. , at least during

operation of system 100). Member 186 may be any suitable mechanism or device for



suspending and supporting any suitable computing device 150 as described herein. For

example, member 186 may comprise a hinge that includes an axis of rotation such that

device 150 may be rotated (e.g . , by a user) about the axis of rotation to attain a desired

angle for viewing display 152. In some examples, device 150 may permanently or

semi-permanent!y attached to housing 182 of unit 80. n some examples, housing 80

and device 50 may be integrally or mono!ithicai!y formed as a single unit.

[0035] Referring to F G. 4 , in some examples, when device 150 is suspended from

structure 110 via mounting member 186 on housing 182, projector unit 180 (i.e. , both

housing 182 and assembly 184) may be substantially hidden behind device 150 when

system 00 is viewed from the front (i.e. . , substantially facing display 52 disposed on

front side 150C of device 150). In addition, as shown in FIG. 4 , when device 150 Is

suspended from structure 110 as described above, projector unit 180 (i.e. , both

housing 82 and assembly 184) and any image projected thereby may be substantially

aligned or centered with respect to center line 155 of device 50.

[0038] Referring again to FIG. 3 , projector assembly 184 Is disposed within cavity

183 of housing 182, and includes a first or upper end 184A, a second or lower end

84B opposite the upper end 184A. Upper end 184A is proximate upper end 182A of

housing 182 while lower end 184B is proximate lower end 182B of housing 182.

Projector assembly 184 may comprise any suitable digital light projector assembly for

receiving data from a computing device (e.g. , device 150) and projecting image(s) (e.g . ,

out of upper end 184A) that correspond with that input data. For example, in some

implementations, projector assembly 84 may comprise a digital light processing (DLP)

projector or a liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) projector which are advantageously

compact and power efficient projection engines capable of multiple display resolutions

and sizes, such as, for example, standard XGA resolution ( 1024 x 768 pixels) with a

4:3 aspect ratio, or standard WXGA resolution ( 1280 x 800 pixels) w th a 16 :10 aspect

ratio. Projector assembly 184 is further communicatively connected (e.g. , electrically

coupled) to device 150 in order to receive data therefrom and to produce (e.g . , project)

light and Image(s) from end 84A based on the received data. Projector assembly 184

may be communicatively connected to device 150 v a any suitable type of electrical

coupling, for example, or any other suitable communication technology or mechanism

described herein . In some examples, assembly 184 may be communicatively

connected to device 150 via electrical conductor(s), Wi-Fi , BLUETOOTH, an optica!

connection, an ultrasonic connection, or a combination thereof in the example of FiGS.

1-7 , device 150 Is communicatively connected to assembly 184 through electrical



leads or conductors (e.g . , as described above in relation to surface 200 and base 120)

disposed within mounting member 186 such that, when device 150 is suspended from

structure 110 through member 186, the electrical leads disposed within member 186

contact corresponding leads or conductors disposed on device 150.

[0037] Referring still to FIG. 3 , top 160 further includes a fold mirror 162 and a

sensor bundle 164. Mirror 62 includes a highly reflective surface 62A that Is disposed

along bottom surface 160D of top 160 and is positioned to reflect light, image(s), etc. ,

projected from upper end 184A of projector assembly 84 toward surface 200 during

operation . Mirror 162 may comprise any suitable type of mirror or reflective surface in

the example of FIGS. 1-7A, fold mirror 162 may comprise a standard front surface

vacuum metalized aluminum coated glass mirror that acts to fold light emitted from

assembly 84 down to surface 200. In other examples, mirror 62 may have a complex

aspherical curvature to act as a reflective lens element to provide additional focusing

power or optical correction .

[0038] Sensor bundle 164 includes a plurality of sensors (e.g . , cameras, or other

types of sensors) to detect, measure, or otherwise acquire data based on the state of

(e.g. , activities occurring in) a region between sensor bundle 164 and surface 200. The

state of the region between sensor bundle 64 and surface 200 may include object(s)

on or over surface 200, or activit(ies) occurring on or near surface 200. in the example

of FIG. 3 , bundle 164 includes an RGB camera 164A (or another type of color camera

164A), an R camera 164B, a depth camera (or depth sensor) 164C, and an ambient

light sensor 64D.

[0039] in some examples, RGB camera 164A may be a camera to capture color

images (e.g. , at least one of still images and video). In some examples, RGB camera

164A may be a camera to capture images according to the RGB color model, which

may be referred to herein as "RGB images" in some examples, RGB camera 164A

may capture Images with relatively high resolution , such as a resolution on the order of

multiple megapixels (MPs), for example. As an example, RGB camera 164A may

capture color (e.g. , RGB) images with a resolution of 14 MPs. in other examples, RBG

camera 164A may capture images with a different resolution. In some examples, RGB

camera 64A may be pointed toward surface 200 and may capture image(s) of surface

200, object(s) disposed between surface 200 and RGB camera 164A (e.g. , on or above

surface 200), or a combination thereof.

[0040] R camera 164B may be a camera to detect intensity of R light at a plurality

of points in the field of view of the camera 164B. In examples described herein, R



camera 84B may operate in conjunction with an R light projector 68 (see FIG. 7A) of

system 100 to capture R images. In such examples, each IR image may comprise a

plurality of pixels each representing an intensity of R light detected at a point

represented by the pixel. In some examples, top 180 of system 100 may include an IR

light projector 166 (see FIG. 7A) to project IR light 167 toward surface 200 and IR

camera 164B may be pointed toward surface 200. In such examples, R camera 164B

may detect the intensity of R light reflected by surface 200, object(s) disposed between

surface 200 and R camera 164B (e.g . , on or above surface 200), or a combination

thereof. In some examples, IR camera 184B may exclusively detect R light 167

projected by R light projector 188 (e.g . , as reflected from surface 200, object(s), etc., or

received directly).

[0041 ] As noted above, surface 200 may be an IR-absorb!ng surface 200. In

examples described herein, an "IR-absorbing" surface may be a surface to at least

partially absorb projected IR light such that an IR camera (e.g. , IR camera 164B) may

detect significantly less intensity of IR light reflected from the IR-absorbing surface than

from a non-IR-absorbing object under the same IR light projection conditions. For

example, an IR-absorbing surface may be a surface including , coated with, or

otherwise prepared with an IR light absorbing substance (e.g. , ink) to at least partially

absorb IR light such that an R camera may detect significantly less intensity of IR light

reflected from the IR-absorbing surface than from another object not Including, coated

with , or otherwise prepared with such an IR absorbing substance in some examples,

the R absorbing substance may be substantially transparent to visible light. In some

examples, IR-absorbing surface 200 may appear white. In such examples, it may be

difficult to detect the edges of a sheet of white paper from an RGB image of the white

paper disposed on the white surface 200. In examples described herein , R camera

184B may capture an R image of the sheet of paper on surface 200 (e.g. , as a

background) in which the pixels of the R image representing portions of the R-

absorbing background have significantly lower R !ight intensity values than pixels

representing portions of the sheet of paper, such that the difference in intensity values

provide sufficient contrast to reliably detect the edges of the sheet of paper in the R

image.

[0042] Depth camera 164C may be a camera (sensor(s), etc.) to detect the

respective distance(s) (or depth(s)) of portions of object(s) In the field of view of depth

camera 184C. As used herein, the data detected by a depth camera may be referred to

herein as "distance" or "depth" data. In examples described herein, depth camera 1 4C



may capture a multi-pixel depth image (e.g. , a depth map), wherein the data of each

pixel represents the distance or depth (measured from camera 164C) of a portion of an

object at a point represented by the pixel. Depth camera 164C may be implemented

using any suitable technology, such as stereovislon camera(s), a single IR camera

sensor with a uniform flood of R light, a dual R camera sensor with a uniform flood of

R light, structured light depth sensor technology, time-of-flight (TOF) depth sensor

technology, or a combination thereof. In some examples, depth sensor 164C may

indicate when an object (e.g. , a three-dimensional object) Is on surface 200. In some

examples, depth sensor 184C may detect at least one of the presence, shape,

contours, motion, and the respective distance(s) of an object (or portions thereof)

placed on surface 200.

[0043] Ambient light sensor 184D may be arranged to measure the intensity of light

in the environment surrounding system 100. In some examples, system 100 may use

the measurements of sensor 64D to adjust other components of system 00, such as,

for example, exposure settings of sensors or cameras of system 100 (e.g. , cameras

164A-1 64C), the intensity of the light emitted from light sources of system 100 (e.g. ,

projector assembly 84, display 152, etc.), or the like.

[0044] in some examples, sensor bundle 184 may omit at least one of sensors

184A-1 64D. In other examples, sensor bundle 184 may comprise other camera(s),

sensor(s), or the like in addition to sensors 164A- 64D, or in lieu of at least one of

sensors 164A-1 64D. For example, sensor bundle 164 may include a user interface

sensor comprising any suitable device(s) (e.g. , sensor(s), camera(s)) for tracking a user

input device such as, for example, a hand, stylus, pointing device, etc. In some

examples, the user Interface sensor may include a pair of cameras which are arranged

to stereoscopicaily track the location of a user input device (e.g . , a stylus) as it is

moved by a user about the surface 200 (e.g . , about region 202 of surface 200). In other

examples, the user interface sensor may additionally or alternatively Include R

camera(s) or sensor(s) arranged to detect infrared light that is either emitted or

reflected by a user input device.

[0045] In examples described herein, each of sensors 164A-1 64D of bundle 164 is

communicatively connected (e.g . , coupled) to device 150 such that data generated

within bundle 164 (e.g. , Images captured by the cameras) may be provided to device

50, and device 150 may provide commands to the sensor(s) and camera(s) of sensor

bundle 184. Sensors 184A-1 84D of bundle 4 may be communicatively connected to

device 150 via any suitable wired or wireless communication technology or mechanism,



examples of which are described above. In the example of FIGS. 1-7A, electrical

conductors may be routed from bundle 164, through top 160, upright member 140, and

projector unit 180 and into device 50 through leads that are disposed within mounting

member 86 (as described above).

[0048] Referring to FIGS. 5 and 6 , during operation of system 100, projector

assembly 184 may project visible light 187 to reflect off of mirror 62 towards surface

200 to thereby display visible image(s) on a projector display space 88 of surface 200.

In the example of FIGS. 5-6, space 188 may be substantially rectangular, having a

length 188L and a width 188W. In some examples, length 188L may be approximately

16 inches, while width 188W may be approximately 12 Inches. In other examples,

length 88L and width 188W may have different values.

[0047] In some examples, cameras 64A-1 64C of sensor bundle 164 are arranged

within system 00 such that the field of view of each of cameras 164A-1 84C Includes a

space 1 8 of surface 200 that may overlap with some or all of display space 188 or

may be coterminous with display space 188. In examples described herein, the field of

view of cameras 184A-1 4C may be said to include space 168, though at times surface

200 may be at least partially occluded by object(s) on or over surface 200. In such

examples, the object(s) on or over surface 200 may be in the field of view of at least

one of cameras 164A-1 64C. In such examples, sensors of sensor bundle 164 may

acquire data based on the state of (e.g . , activities occurring in, object(s) disposed in) a

region between sensor bundle 164 and space 68 of surface 200. In some examples,

both space 188 and space 168 coincide or correspond with region 202 of surface 200

such tha functionalities of touch sensitive region 202, projector assembly 184, and

sensor bundle 164 are all performed in relation to the same defined area. A field of

view 165 of cameras 164A-1 84C is schematically Illustrated n FIG. 7A. In some

examples, each of cameras 1 4A- 64C may have a slightly different field of view.

[0048] Referring now to FIGS. 5-7A, device 150 may direct projector assembly 184

to project Image(s) onto region 202 of surface 200. Device 150 may also display

image(s) on display 152 (which may be the same as or different than the image(s)

projected onto region 202 by projector assembly 184). The Image(s) projected by

assembly 184 may comprise information and/or images produced by software being

executed by device 150. In some examples, a user may interact with the image(s)

projected on region 202 and displayed on display 152 by physically engaging the

touch-sensitive region 202 of surface 200 in any suitable manner, such as with user's

hand 35 (e.g. , via touches, taps, gestures, or other touch input), with a stylus 25, or via



any other suitable user input device(s). Touch-sensitive region 202 may detect such

interaction via physical engagement with region 202. Also, In some examples,

assembly 184 may also project image(s) (at least partially) on objects disposed over

surface 200 (e.g . , hand 35, as shown In FIG. 5).

[0049] As an example, when a user interacts with region 202 of surface 200 (e.g . ,

with a hand 35, as shown in FIG. 7A), touch-sensitive region 202 may generate touch

input information and provide it to device 150 through any suitable connection

(examples of which are described above). In some examples, the touch input

information may be provided to an operating system (OS) executing on device 150, and

may further be passed by to OS to another application (e.g. , program, etc.) executing

on device 150. n response, the executing OS or application may alter image(s)

projected by projector assembly 184, image(s) displayed on display 152, or a

combination thereof. As used herein, an "application" (or "computer application") is a

collection of machine-readable Instructions that are executable by a processing resource

in some examples, a user may similarly interact with image(s) displayed on display 52

(which may be a touch-sensitive display), or any other input device of device 50 (e.g . ,

a keyboard, mouse, etc.).

[0050] in some examples, sensors of sensor bundle 164 may also generate system

input which may be provided to device 50 for further processing. For example, system

0 may utilize at least sensor(s) of bundle 64 and segmentation engine 70 detect at

least one of the presence and location of a users hand 35 (or a stylus 25, as shown in

FIG. 5), and provide system input information representing the detected information to

device 150. The provided system input Information may be passed to at least one of an

OS and application being executed by device 150, and may alter image(s) displayed by

system 100, as described above in relation to touch nput For example, bundle 164

may include a pair of cameras or sensors that are arranged to perform stereoscopic

stylus tracking (e.g. , of stylus 25). In other examples, stylus 25 includes a tip 26 coated

with an infrared retro-reflective coating (e.g. , paint) such that tip 26 may serve as an

infrared retro-ref lector in such examples, bundle 164 may include R camera(s) (or

sensor(s)), as described above, which detect R light tha is reflected off of tip 26 to

enable device 50 to track the location of tip 26 as it moves across region 202. In some

examples, region 202 (with image(s) projected on it by assembly 184) may serve as a

second or alternative touch-sensitive display within system 100. in addition , detection

of interaction with image(s) displayed on region 202 may be enhanced through use of

sensors of sensor bundle 164 as described above.



[0051 ] In some examples, system 100 may capture two-dimensional (2D) image(s)

or create a three-dimensional (3D) scan of a physicai object such that an image of the

object may then be projected onto region 202 for further use and manipulation thereof.

For example, as shown in FIG. 6 , an object 40 may be placed on region 202 such that

sensors of bundle 164 (e.g. , at least one of cameras 164A-1 64C) may detect at least

one of the location, dimensions, and color of object 40, to enhance the 2D image(s) or

create the 3D scan thereof. In such examples, the Information gathered by the sensors

of bundle 164 may be provided to device 150 (e.g. , an OS, application, etc.), as

described above n some examples, after receiving the information , device 150 (e.g.,

the OS, application , etc.) may direct projector assembly 184 to project an image of

object 40 onto region 202. Object 40 may be, for example, a smartphone, a book, a

document, a photo, or any other physical object. In some examples, once object(s) are

scanned by sensors of bundle 164, the background of the image representing the

object may be removed (e.g., via a segmentation process as described above), and the

resulting image of the foreground object may be projected onto region 202 (or shown

on display 152). In such examples, images of physical objects (e.g. , an object 40) may

be captured, processed, and displayed on region 202 to quickly and easily create a

digital version of the physical object to allow for further manipulation thereof.

[0052] FIG. 7B s a block diagram of a portion of computing system 100 of FIG. 1

comprising segmentation engine 170. In particular, FIG. 7B illustrates an example of

computing device 150 that comprises segmentation engine 170 and is communicatively

connected to cameras 164A-1 64C (as described above). Although not shown in FIG. 7B,

computing device 150 may also be communicatively connected to other components of

system 100, as described above. In the example of FIG. 7B, segmentation engine 170

includes engines 172, 174, 178, and 178. in some examples, engine 170 may include

additional engine(s).

[0053] Computing device 150 (or any other computing device implementing

segmentation engine 170) may include at least one processing resource in examples

described herein, a processing resource may include, for example, one processor or

multiple processors included in a single computing device or distributed across multiple

computing devices. As used herein , a "processor" may be at least one of a centra!

processing unit (CPU), a semiconductor-based microprocessor, a graphics processing

unit (GPU), a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) configured to retrieve and execute

instructions, other electronic circuitry suitable for the retrieval and execution instructions

stored on a machine-readable storage medium, or a combination thereof.



[0054] Each of engines 170, 72, 4 , 176, 178, and any other engines of computing

device 150, may be any combination of hardware and programming to implement the

functionalities of the respective engine. Such combinations of hardware and programming

may be implemented in a number of different ways. For example, the programming may

be processor executable instructions stored on a non-transitory machine-readable storage

medium and the hardware may include a processing resource to execute those

instructions. In such examples, the machine-readable storage medium may store

instructions that, when executed by the processing resource, implement the engines. The

machine-readable storage medium storing the Instructions ma be integrated In the same

computing device (e.g., device 150) as the processing resource to execute the

instructions, or the machine-readable storage medium may be separate from but

accessible to the computing device and the processing resource. The processing

resource may comprise one processor or multiple processors included in a single

computing device or distributed across multiple computing devices.

[0055] in some examples, the instructions can be part of an installation package that,

when installed, can be executed by the processing resource to Implement the engines of

system 00. In such examples, the machine-readable storage medium may be a portable

medium, such as a compact disc, DVD, or flash drive, or a memory maintained by a

server from which the Installation package can be downloaded and Installed. In other

examples, the instructions may be part of an application or applications already installed

on a computing device including the processing resource (e.g., device 150). In such

examples, the machine-readable storage medium may include memory such as a hard

drive, solid state drive, or the like.

[0056] As used herein, a "machine-readable storage medium" may be any electronic,

magnetic, optical, or other physical storage apparatus to contain or store Information such

as executable instructions, data, and the like. For example, any machine-readable storage

medium described herein may be any of a storage drive (e.g., a hard drive), flash

memory, Random Access Memory (RAM), any type of storage disc (e.g., a compact disc,

a DVD, etc.), and the like, or a combination thereof. Further, any machine-readable

storage medium described herein may be non-transitory.

[0057] Examples of segmentation engine 0 are described below in relation to FIGS.

7A-7G. Referring to FIGS. 7A and 7B, computing system 100 comprises IR-absorbing

surface 200 and computing device 150. Computing system 100 also includes RGB

camera 164A, R camera 164B, and depth camera 164C, each disposed above and

pointed at IR-absorbing surface 200. RGB camera 164A may capture an RGB Image



702 (see FIG. 7C) representing object 35 disposed between RGB camera 164A and

IR-absorbing surface 200. in such examples, RGB image 702 may include an RGB

representation 722 of object 35 and an RGB representation 7 12 of IR-absorbing

surface 200, which may be different colors (as shown in FIG. 7C by the presence or

absence of hatching). In some examples, RGB camera 164A may be a high-resolution

RGB camera and the captured RGB image 702 may be a high-resolution RGB image.

For example, as described above, RGB camera may have a resolution on the order of

multiple megapixels (e.g . , 14 MPs), and may capture RGB images with a resolution of

multiple megapixels (e.g. , 14 MPs). Although, as shown in FIG. 7A, the object 35

disposed between cameras 164A-1 64C and surface 200 is a hand 35, In other

examples the object may be any other suitable object.

[0058] R camera 184B may capture an R image 704 (see FIG. 7D), representing

object 35 disposed between IR camera 164B and IR~absorblng surface 200, based (at

least in part) on R light 167 reflected by object 35 disposed between R camera 164B

and IR-absorbing surface 200. In such examples, R Image 704 may include a

representation 724 of object 35 and a representation 7 4 of IR-absorbing surface 200.

in the example of FIGS. 7A-7F in which object 35 is not IR-absorbing, R camera 164B

detects a significantly lesser intensity of R light 167 reflected from IR-absorbing

surface 200 than from object 35 (i.e.. R camera 164B detects a significantly higher

intensity of R light 167 reflected from object 35 than from IR-absorbing surface 200). in

such examples, portions of R image 704 representing IR-absorbing surface 200 (i.e. ,

surface representation 7 14) include R light Intensity values that are significantly

smaller than the higher R light intensity values Included In the portions of R image 704

representing object 35 (i.e. , object representation 724). n the example of FIG. 7D, the

cross-hatching represents the portions of R image 704 having lesser R light Intensity

values due to IR-absorbing surface 200 (i.e. , surface representation 7 14), and the

absence of cross-hatching represents the portions of R image 704 having higher R

light intensity values (i.e. , object representation 724). FIG. 7D also illustrates a

boundary 725 between the lesser R light intensity values of surface representation 714

and the greater R light Intensity values of object representation 724.

[0059] Depth camera 164C may capture a depth image 706 (see FIG. 7E)

representing object 35 disposed between depth camera 164C and IR-absorbing

surface 200. in such examples, depth image 706 may include a representation 726 of

object 35 and a representation 716 of IR-absorbing surface 200. In the example of

FIGS. 7A-7F in which object 35 is disposed over surface 200, depth camera 164C



detects that object 35 s closer to depth camera 164C than s surface 200. In such

examples, depth Image 706 includes greater distance (or depth) values for portions of

depth Image 706 representing surface 200 ( i .e., surface representation 7 16) and lesser

distance values for portions of image 706 representing object 35 (I.e. , object

representation 726). In F G. 7E, the differences in distance values are represented by

different hatching.

[0060] In some examples, R camera 164B may be a low-resolution R camera, and

captured R image 704 may be a low-resolution R image. Also, in some examples,

depth camera 164C may be a low-resolution depth camera and captured depth Image

706 may be a low-resolution depth image. For example, one or both of IR camera 64B

and depth camera 64C may have video graphics array (VGA) resolution, quarter video

graphics array (QVGA) resolution , or any other resolution that s significantly less than

the resolution of RGB camera 184A. In such examples, the captured R and depth

images 704 and 706 may have the resolution of the camera that captured it (e.g. , VGA

resolution , QVGA resolution, etc.).

[0061 ] in some examples described herein, the "resolution" of a camera or image

may refer to a two-dimensional pixel resolution of the camera or Image. Such a two-

dimensional pixel resolution may be expressed as A pixels x B pixels, where A and B

are positive integers n examples described herein, a "low-resolution" camera of a

computing system may be a camera having a significantly lower resolution than

another camera of the computing system, and a "low-resolution" image captured by a

camera of the computing system may be an image with a significantly lower resolution

than an image capable of being captured with another camera of the computing

system. Additionally, in examples described herein , a "high-resolution" camera of a

computing system may be a camera having a significantly higher resolution than

another camera of the computing system, and a "high-resolution" image captured by a

camera of the computing system may be an image with a significantly higher resolution

than a maximum resolution of images capable of being captured with another camera

of the computing system. For example, computing system 100 may comprise a low-

resolution R camera 164B to capture a low-resolution R image 704, a low-resolution

depth camera 164C to capture a low-resolution depth image 706, and a high-resolution

RGB camera 64A to capture a high-resolution RGB image 702.

[0062] In some examples, the two-dimensional pixel resolution of RGB camera

164A and RGB images captured by it (including RGB Image 702, for example) may be

at least ten times greater, n each dimension, than the two-dimensional pixel resolution



of !R camera 64B and !R images captured by it (including !R image 704, for example).

For example, R camera 64B and R Images captured by it may have a resolution of

approximately 320 pixels x 240 pixels, while RGB camera 184A and RGB images

captured by it may have a resolution of approximately 441 8 pixels x 331 2 pixels in

other examples, the cameras and images may have different resolutions.

[0063] in some examples, the two-dimensional pixel resolution of RGB camera

184A and RGB images captured by It may also be at least ten times greater, in each

dimension, than the two-dimensional pixel resolution of depth camera 184C and depth

images captured by it (Including depth image 706, for example). For example, depth

camera 164C and depth images captured by it may have a resolution of approximately

320 pixels x 240 pixels, while RGB camera 184A and RGB images captured by It may

have a resolution of approximately 44 pixels x 331 2 pixels. n other examples, the

cameras and images may have different resolutions.

[0084] in some examples, segmentation engine 170 may determine a segmentation

boundary 708 based on captured R image 704, captured depth image 706, and

captured RGB image 702. A schematic diagram of an example segmentation boundary

708 is illustrated in FIG. 7F. in the example of FIG. 7F, segmentation boundary 708 for

object 35 represented at least one image (e.g., RGB image 702) may be information

representing an estimate of which portion(s) of the image represent the object and which

portion(s) of the image represent features other than the object (e.g., a background). For

example, segmentation boundary 708 Includes an estimate that object representation 728

(illustrated without hatching) corresponds to the portion of the Image (e.g., of Image 702)

that represents the object, and that background representation 7 18 (illustrated with vertical

hatching) corresponds to the portion of the image that represent feature(s) other than the

object (e.g., surface 200).

[0065] in some examples, computing device 50 may use segmentation boundary 708

to extract an image of object 35 from a captured Image representing more than object 35

(e.g., RGB image 702). For example, computing device 150 may extract the portion of

RGB image 702 corresponding to object representation 728 of segmentation boundary

708 to obtain a segmented Image of the portion of RGB image 702 representing object 35.

in the example of FIGS. 7A-7F, the resulting segmented image may be the portion of

image 702 representing object 35 with the portions of Image 702 representing other (e.g.,

background) feature(s) subtracted out. in such examples, the resulting segmented image

may correspond to object representation 722 of RGB Image 702. In examples described

herein, a segmentation boundary may be represented in any suitable form, format, data



structure, or the like. For example, a segmentation boundary may be represented as a

binary mask indicating, for each pixel of a corresponding image (e.g., image 702), whether

the pixel represents a portion of the object or not. in some examples, a segmentation

boundary may correspond to more than one Image (e.g., images 702, 704, and 706), and

indicate for each the portions corresponding to the object.

[0066] In some examples, cameras 64A-1 64C may be at different physical locations.

As such, cameras 164A-1 64C may capture respective images of the same scene (e.g.,

viewing surface 200 from above) from slightly different angles. In such examples,

segmentation engine 70 may geometrically align images 702, 704, and 706 captured by

cameras 164A-1 64C. For example, segmentation engine 170 may construct at least one

homography (or other mapping(s)) for the pixels of cameras 184A-1 84C such that pixels

corresponding to the same image features (e.g., object 35) may be identified in each of

images 702, 704, and 708. The homography or other mapping may be determined in any

suitable manner. n some examples, segmentation engine 170 may map the pixels of

each of images 702, 704, and 706 to a common set of coordinates to geometrically align

the images. In some examples, engine 170 may perform such geometric alignment prior

to performing other functionalities for a segmentation process described below in relation

to engines 172, 174, 176, and 178.

[0087] In the example of FIG. 7B, segmentation engine 170 may include a combine

engine 172, a boundary engine 174, an upsample engine 176, and a refine engine 178.

Combine engine 172 may combine IR image 704 and depth image 706 into a single

vector image 90. Vector image 190 may comprise a plurality of pixels, each including

R intensity data from a corresponding pixel of R Image 704 and distance (or depth)

data from a corresponding pixel of depth image 706. In such examples, each pixel of

vector image 90 comprises two components of information. In some examples, vector

image 190 may have approximately the same two-dimensional pixel resolution as IR

and depth Images 704 and 706.

[0068] Boundary engine 174 may determine a preliminary segmentation boundary

for object 35 based on vector image 190. For example, engine 74 may analyze vector

image 190 to estimate the location of edges of object 35 represented in vector Image

190, based on the R intensity and distance data at the pixels of vector Image 90 to

determine the preliminary segmentation boundary. The preliminary segmentation

boundary may be a segmentation boundary, as described above, and may be

represented in any suitable manner as described above. Engine 174 may perform the

edge estimation (or edge detection) process n any suitable manner.



[0069] As an example, engine 174 may run a gradient filter over both the R

intensity and distance data of vector image 190 to detect portions of vector image 90

having relatively high gradient magnitudes to estimate at least the edge(s) of object 35.

In such examples, engine 174 may determine the preliminary segmentation boundary

based at least in part on at least one boundary 725 between the lesser R light Intensity

values of IR image 704 (e.g. , of surface representation 7 14) and the greater IR light

intensity values of !R image 704 (e.g. , of object representation 724). As described

below, segmentation boundary 708 may be determined based on the preliminary

segmentation boundary. As such, segmentation engine 170 may determine

segmentation boundary 708 based at least in part on at least one boundary 725

between the lesser R light intensity values of image 704 and the greater R light

intensity values of image 704

[0070] n some examples, engine 74 may utilize the IR intensity and distance data

together in any suitable manner. For example, engine 4 may estimate that a portion

of vector image 90 represents an edge of object 35 if either one of IR intensity data

and the distance data suggests (or otherwise indicates) the presence of an edge. In

other examples, engine 174 may not estimate that a portion of vector Image 190

represents an edge of object 35 unless both the !R intensity data and the distance data

suggests (or otherwise Indicates) the presence of an edge. In some examples, engine

174 may additionally or alternatively utilize various heuristic(s), rule(s), or the like, for

estimating the presence of edges of object 35 based on the IR intensity and distance

data of vector Image 90.

[0071 ] In some examples, the preliminary segmentation boundary may have (or

otherwise correspond to) the two-dimensional pixel resolution of at least one of IR

image 704 and depth image 706 (i.e., a low resolution relative to RGB image 702) For

example, the preliminary segmentation boundary may have approximately a VGA

resolution (e.g. , 640 pixels x 480 pixels), a QVGA resolution (e.g. , 320 pixels x 240

pixels), or another low resolution relative to the resolution of RGB image 702. In such

examples, upsampie engine 176 may upsampie the preliminary segmentation

boundary to the resolution of RGB image 702 (described above), or to approximately

that resolution. Engine 176 may upsampie the preliminary segmentation boundary in

any suitable manner. For example, engine 176 may scale up the preliminary

segmentation boundary from the relatively low initial resolution to the relatively high

resolution of RGB Image 702 (or approximately that resolution). In such examples,

engine 176 may scale up the preliminary segmentation boundary such that the



determined preliminary segmentation boundary is represented with the higher number

of pixels of the relatively high resolution of RGB Image 702 (or approximately that

resolution).

[0072] In some examples, the higher-resolution RGB image 702 may include

greater may represent at least some portions of edge(s) of object 35 with more detail

than either IR image 704 or depth image 706. As such, RGB image 702 may be used

to improve the accuracy of the upsampled preliminary segmentation boundary for

object 35 and thereby produce segmentation boundary 708. For example, refine engine

178 may refine the upsampled preliminary segmentation boundary based on RGB

image 702 to obtain segmentation boundary 708. For example, engine 178 may filter or

otherwise alter the upsampled preliminary segmentation boundary based on RGB

image 702 in any suitable manner. As examples, engine 178 may utilize a bi- atera

filtering technique or a cross bi-iaterai filtering technique to filter the upsampled

preliminary segmentation boundary based on RGB image 702

[0073] in other examples, segmentation engine 170 may determine segmentation

boundary 708 in another manner. For example, after engine 170 geometrically aligns

images 702, 704, and 708, upsampie engine 176 may upsamp!e the relatively low

resolution R and depth Images 704 and 706 to the relatively high resolution of RGB

image 702 (or approximately that resolution}. In such examples, combine engine 172

may combine RGB image 702 and the upsampled R and depth images 704 and 706

into a single vector image in such examples, the vector image may comprise five

components of Information at each pixel, Including R intensity data from the

upsampled !R image 704, distance data from the upsampled depth image 706, and

each of red , blue, and green values from the RGB Image 702. In such examples,

boundary engine 174 may determine segmentation boundary 708 based on the vector

image, in any manner as described above in relation to the preliminary segmentation

boundary, but using all five components of information in the vector Image of this

example.

[0074] In examples described herein, segmentation engine 170 may determine

segmentation boundary 708 based on RGB, R , and depth images 702, 704, and 706,

as described above, and Independent of (e.g . , without reference to) any prior image of

object 35 captured by any of RGB, IR, and depth cameras 164A-1 64G. in such

examples, segmentation engine 70 does not rely on tracking object 35 over time (i.e.,

based on images taken by any of cameras 184A-1 84C over time) to determine

segmentation boundary 708. Additionally, as noted above projection assembly 184 may



project visible image(s) on IR-absorbing surface 200 and object 35. In such examples,

segmentation engine 170 may determine segmentation boundary 708 based on RGB,

iR, and depth , images 702, 704, and 706 captured during the projection of the visible

image(s).

[0075] In some examples, computing system 100 may omit at least one of cameras

184A-1 84G. FIG. 7G is another example portion of computing system 100 comprising

segmentation engine 170. In particular, FIG. 7B illustrates an example of computing

device 50 that comprises segmentation engine 70 and is communicatively connected to

RGB camera 164A and R camera 164B (as described above). In the example of FIG. 7G,

computing system 100 may om t depth camera 184C. In such examples, segmentation

engine 0 may determine segmentation boundary 708 representing at least one outer

edge of object 35 based on IR image 704 and RGB image 702, captured by cameras

184B and 184A, respectively. In such examples, engine 170 may determine

segmentation boundary 708 as described above in relation to engine 170, but without

use of or reference to distance data of depth image 706. For example, segmentation

engine 170 may determine a preliminary segmentation boundary based on IR image

704 (and not a vector image), which may be further processed by segmentation engine

170 to determine segmentation boundary 708, as described above. In some examples,

features and functionalities described herein in relation to FIGS. 1-7G may be provided in

combination with features and functionalities described herein In relation to any of FIGS.

8-1 0 .

[0076] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of another example computing device 350 to

determine a segmentation boundary based on an RGB image, an IR image, and a depth

image. Computing device 350 may be another example implementation of device 150

described above in relation to FIGS. 1-7G. In the example of FIG. 8 , computing device

350 is communicatively connected to cameras 164A-1 84C (as described above), and

includes a processing resource 3 10 , and a machine-readable storage medium 320

comprising (e.g., encoded with) instructions 322, 324, 328, and 328. In some examples,

storage medium 320 may include additional instructions. In other examples, instructions

322, 324, 326, 328, and any other instructions described herein in relation to storage

medium 320, may be stored on a machine-readable storage medium remote from but

accessible to computing device 350 and processing resource 3 10 . Processing resource

3 10 may fetch, decode, and execute instructions stored on storage medium 320 to

implement the functionalities described below. In other examples, the functionalities of any

of the instructions of storage medium 320 may be Implemented in the form of electronic



circuitry, in the form of executable instructions encoded on a machine-readable storage

medium, or a combination thereof. Machine-readable storage medium 320 may be a non-

transitory machine-readable storage medium.

[0077] In the example of FIG. 8 , a computing system, such as computing system 0

described above in relation to F!GS. 1-7G, may comprise computing device 350 and

cameras 184A-1 64C. In such examples, the computing system including computing

device 350 may also include a horizontal (or approximately or substantially horizontal)

!R-absorbing surface 200. As described above, !R camera 164B may capture an !R

image 704 representing an object 35 disposed between !R camera 184B and !R-

absorbing surface 200 based on R light 167 reflected by object 35, and depth camera

184B may capture a depth Image 706 representing respective distances of portions of

object 35 disposed between depth camera 164B and IR-absorbing surface 200. Also as

described above, an RGB camera 64A (or any other type of color camera 64A) may

capture an RGB image 702 (or any other type of color image 702) representing object

35 disposed between RGB camera 164A and IR-absorbing surface 200. in some

examples, RGB image 702 may have a higher resolution than each of R image 704

and depth image 708, as described above.

[0078] in some examples, instructions 322 may acquire R image 704 from R camera

164B, acquire depth image 708 from depth camera 164C, and acquire RGB image 702

from RGB camera 184A. in examples described herein, Instructions 322 may acquire

the images from the camera actively (e.g . , by retrieving, requesting, accessing, etc., the

images) or passively (e.g. , receiving the Images, etc.).

[0079] in some examples, instructions 324 may geometrically align the Images 702,

704, and 708 as described above prior to the functionalities described below in relation

to computing device 350. In some examples, instructions 324 may determine a

preliminary segmentation boundary for object 35 based on R image data (e.g. , R

intensity values of R image 704) and depth image data (e.g. , distance values of depth

image 706), as described above in relation to engines 172 and 174. For example,

instructions 342 may combine R and depth images 704 and 706 into a single vector

image (e.g. , vector image 190 of FIG. 7B) comprising , for each pixel of the vector

image, an !R Intensity value from a corresponding pixel of IR image 704 and a depth

value from a corresponding pixel of depth image 706. In such examples, instructions

324 may further detect edge(s) in the vector image based on both the IR Intensity value

and depth values at each pixel of the vector image, as described above.

[0080] Instructions 326 may upsample the preliminary segmentation boundary to



the resolution of RGB Image 702, and instructions 328 may refine the upsarnpled

preliminary segmentation boundary based on RGB image 702 to obtain a segmentation

boundary 708 for object 35, as described above In relation to engines 76 and 178. As

described above, in some examples, the two-dimensional pixel resolution of RGB

image 702 Is at least ten times greater than the two-dimensional pixel resolution of R

image 704 in each dimension, and at least ten times greater than the two-dimensional

pixel resolution of depth image 706 in each dimension. In other examples, images 702,

704, and 706 may have respective resolutions according to any example described

above in relation to FIGS. 7A-7F. In some examples, features and functionalities

described herein in relation to FIGS. 8 may be provided in combination with features and

functionalities described herein in relation to any of FIGS. 1-7F and 9-1 .

[0081 ] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an example method 900 for determining a segmentation

boundary. Although execution of method 900 is described beiow with reference to

computing system 0 of FIGS. 1-7B, other suitable systems for execution of method 900

can be utilized (e.g., system 100 with computing device 350). Additionally, implementation

of method 900 is not limited to such examples.

[0082] At 905 of method 900, IR camera 164B, disposed above and pointing at IR-

absorbing surface 200 of computing system 100, may capture a low-resolution IR

image 704 (see FIG. 7D) representing an object 35 disposed between IR-absorbing

surface 200 and IR camera 164B used to capture image 704. At 9 10 , depth camera

164G, disposed above and pointing at the IR-absorbing surface, may capture a low-

resolution depth image 706 (see FIG. 7E) representing object 35 disposed between IR-

absorbing surface 200 and depth camera 164C used to capture image 706. At 9 15 ,

RGB camera 164A (or another type of color camera 164A), disposed above and

pointing at IR-absorbing surface 200, may capture a high-resolution RGB Image 702

(or other high-resolution color image 704) representing object 35 disposed between R-

absorbing surface 200 and RGB camera 164A used to capture image 702.

[0083] At 920, engine 172 may combine IR image 704 and depth image 706 into a

single vector image 90 comprising data from IR image 704 and from depth image 706

at each pixel , as described above. At 925, engine 174 may determine a preliminary

segmentation boundary for object 35 based on vector image 90, as described above.

At 930, engine 176 may upsample the preliminary segmentation boundary to the

resolution of RGB image 702, as described above. At 935, engine 178 may refine the

upsarnpled preliminary segmentation boundary based on RGB image 702, as

described above, to determine a segmentation boundary 708 for object 35.



[0084] Although the flowchart of FIG. 9 shows a specific order of performance of

certain functionalities, method 900 is not limited to that order. For example, the

functionalities shown in succession in the flowchart may be performed in a different

order, may be executed concurrently or with partial concurrence, or a combination

thereof. In some examples, features and functionalities described herein in relation to FIG.

9 may be provided in combination with features and functionalities described herein in

relation to any of FIGS. 1-8 and 0 .

[0085] FIG. 10 is a flowchart of an example method 1000 for filtering an upsampied

segmentation boundary. Although execution of method 1000 is described below with

reference to computing system 00 of FIGS. 1-7B, other suitable systems for execution of

method 1000 can be utilized (e.g. , system 100 with computing device 350). Additionally,

implementation of method 000 is not limited to such examples.

[00881 1005 of method 1000, !R camera 164B, disposed above and pointing at Re¬

absorbing surface 200 of computing system 00, may capture a QVGA resolution IR

image 704 (see FIG. 7D) representing an object 35 disposed between !R-absorbing

surface 200 and IR camera 164B. At 10 10 , depth camera 164C, disposed above and

pointing at the !R-absorbing surface, may capture a QVGA resolution depth Image 706

(see FIG. 7E) representing object 35 disposed between IR-absorbing surface 200 and

depth camera 164C. At 10 15 , RGB camera 164A (or another type of color camera

84A), disposed above and pointing at IR-absorbing surface 200, may capture an RGB

image 702 (or other color image 702) having a resolution of multiple megapixels and

representing object 35 disposed between IR-absorbing surface 200 and RGB camera

84A used to capture Image 702.

[0087] At 1020, engine 172 ma combine IR image 704 and depth image 708 into a

single vector image 90 comprising data from R image 704 and from depth image 708

at each pixel, as described above. In some examples, prior to combining images 704

and 706, images 702, 704, and 706 may be geometrically aligned, as described above.

At 1025, engine 74 may detect edges In vector image 190 where the presence of an

edge is indicated by the either of the data from R image 704 and the data from depth

image 706. In such examples, engine 174 may determine a preliminary segmentation

boundary for object 35 based on the detected edge(s). At 1030, engine 176 may

upsampie the preliminary segmentation boundary to the resolution of RGB Image 702,

as described above. At 1035, engine 178 may filter the upsampied segmentation

boundary based on RGB image 702 to determine a refined segmentation boundary

708, as described above.



[0088] Although the flowchart of FIG. 10 shows a specific order of performance of

certain functionalities, method 1000 is not limited to that order. For example, the

functionalities shown in succession n the flowchart may be performed in a different

order, may be executed concurrently or with partial concurrence, or a combination

thereof. In some examples, features and functionalities described herein in relation to FIG.

10 may be provided In combination with features and functionalities described herein in

relation to any of FIGS. 1-9.
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What Is claimed is:

1. A computing system comprising:

an infrared (IR)-absorbing surface;

an R camera disposed above and pointed at the IR-absorbing surface to

capture an R image representing an object disposed between the IR camera and the

!R-absorbing surface based on R !ight reflected by the object;

an RGB camera to capture an RGB image representing the object disposed

between the RGB camera and the IR-absorhlng surface; and

a segmentation engine to determine a segmentation boundary representing at

least one outer edge of the object based on the IR image and the RGB image.

2 . The computing system of claim , further comprising:

a depth camera to capture a depth image representing the object disposed

between the depth camera and the IR-absorbing surface;

wherein the segmentation engine is to determine the segmentation boundary

based on the R image, the depth image, and the RGB image.

3 . The computing system of c!aim 2 , wherein:

the R camera is a low-resolution R camera and the R image is a low-

resolution R image;

the depth camera is a low-resolution depth camera and the depth Image is a

low-resolution depth image; and

the RGB camera is a high-resolution RGB camera and the RGB image is a

high-resolution RGB Image.

4 . The computing system of claim 3 , wherein the segmentation engine comprises:

a combine engine to combine the R and depth images into a single vector

image;

a boundary engine to determine a preliminary segmentation boundary for the

object based on the vector image;

an upsample engine to upsample the preliminary segmentation boundary to the

resolution of the RGB image; and



refine engine to refine the upsampied preliminary segmentation boundary based

on the RGB image to obtain the segmentation boundary.

5 . The computing system of claim 3 , wherein the segmentation engine comprises:

an upsample engine to upsampie the R and depth images to the resolution of

the RGB image;

a combine engine to combine the RGB image and the upsampied R and depth

images into a single vector image; and

a boundary engine to determine the segmentation boundary based on the

vector Image.

8 . The computing system of claim 3 , wherein:

the R camera and the R image have a quarter video graphics array (QVGA)

resolution ;

the depth camera and the depth image have the QVGA resolution; and

the RGB camera and the RGB image have a resolution of multiple megapixels

(MPs).

7 . The computing system of claim 1, wherein:

the R camera is to detect lesser intensity of R light from the IR-absorbing

surface than from the object such that portions of the IR image representing the IR-

absorbing surface include lesser IR light intensity values than higher IR light intensity

values included in portions of the R image representing the object; and

the segmentation engine is to determine the segmentation boundary based at

least in part on at least one boundary between the lesser IR light intensity values and

the greater R light intensity values.

8 . The computing system of claim 1, wherein:

the IR-absorbing surface is disposed approximately horizontal ; and

the segmentation engine is further to determine the segmentation boundary

independent of any prior image of the object captured by any of the IR, depth , and RGB

cameras.

9 . The computing system of claim 8 , further comprising:



a projection assembly to project visible images on the !R~absorblng surface and

the object;

wherein the segmentation engine is to determine the segmentation boundary

representing the at least one outer edge of the object based on the R, depth, and RGB

images captured during the projection of the visible Images; and

wherein the !R-absorb!ng surface further comprises a touch-sensitive region to

detect physical contact with the touch-sensitive region .

1 . A non-transitory machine-readable storage medium comprising instructions

executable by a processing resource of a computing system comprising a horizontal

infrared (IR)-absorblng surface and R camera, a depth camera, and a color camera,

each disposed above and pointed at the IR-absorbing surface, the instructions

executable to:

acquire, from the IR camera, an R image representing an object disposed

between the R camera and the IR-absorbing surface based on R light reflected by the

object;

acquire, from the depth camera, a depth image representing respective

distances of portions of the object disposed between the depth camera and the IR-

absorbing surface;

acquire, from the color camera, a color image having a higher resolution than

each of the IR image and the depth image and representing the object disposed

between the color camera and the IR-absorbing surface;

determine a preliminary segmentation boundary for the object based on the IR

image data and the depth image data;

upsamp!e the preliminary segmentation boundary to the resolution of the color

image; and

refine the upsampled preliminary segmentation boundary based on the color

image to determine a segmentation boundary for the object.

. The storage medium of claim 10 , wherein the instructions to determine comprise

instructions to:

combine the IR and depth images into a single vector image comprising , for

each pixel of the vector image, an IR intensity vaiue from a corresponding pixel of the

IR Image and a depth value from a corresponding pixel of the depth image; and



detect edges in the vector image based on both the IR intensity value and depth

values at each p xe! of the vector image.

12 . The storage medium of claim 10 , wherein:

the color camera is an RGB camera and the color image is an RGB image;

the resolution of each of the IR, depth , and RGB images is a two-dimensional

pixel resolution; and

the two-dimensional pixel resolution of the RGB image Is at !east ten times

greater than the two-dimensional pixel resolution of the R image in each dimension,

and at least ten times greater than the two-dimensional pixel resolution of the depth

image n each dimension.

13 . A method comprising:

capturing a low-resolution Infrared (IR) image with an R camera disposed

above and pointing at an IR-absorbing surface;

capturing a low-reso!ution depth image with a depth camera disposed above

and pointing at the IR-absorbing surface;

capturing a high-resolution color image with a color camera disposed above and

pointing at the IR-absorbing surface, wherein each of the IR image, the depth image,

and the color image represents an object disposed between the IR-absorbing surface

and the respective camera used to capture the image;

combining the IR image and the depth image into a single vector image

comprising data from the IR image and from the depth image at each pixel ;

determining a preliminary segmentation boundary for the object based on the

vector Image;

upsamp!ing the preliminary segmentation boundary to the resolution of the color

image; and

refining the upsampled preliminary segmentation boundary based on the color

image to determine a segmentation boundary for the object.

4 . The method of claim 3 , wherein determining the segmentation boundary

comprises:

detecting edges in the vector image where the presence of an edge is indicated

by the either of the data from the R image and the data from the depth image.



15 . The method of ciaim 14 , wherein:

the R image has quarter video graphics array (QVGA) resolution;

the depth image has GVGA resolution;

the resolution of the color image is multiple mexapixeis (MPs);

the color Image is an RGB Image; and

the refining comprises filtering the upsampled segmentation boundary based on the

RGB image to obtain a refined segmentation boundary.
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